
Industry insight: Opportunities 
opening up for agile operators
Claire Webb, Managing Director of global logistics solutions provider Advanced Supply Chain 
Group (ASCG), discusses how agility is key to thriving in today’s demanding environment.

It’s fair to say that supply chain management has changed 
forever thanks to Covid-19 and its effect on logistics 
operators and their customers.

Ensuring the wellbeing of employees and establishing Covid-
safe work practices has been a priority of course, but so 
has overcoming operational challenges to deliver business 
continuity for customers.

The arrival of the pandemic and an unrelenting shift towards 
online purchasing has been challenging but also created 
opportunities, particularly in e-commerce and multi-channel 
markets. 

Understandably, retailers are looking to build resilience, 
flexibility and intelligence into their supply chains. This 
creates openings for agile logistics operators with a focus on 
technology that can give customers real-time visibility and 
insights into how their supply chain is working, and enable 
them to scale up or down in line with demand.

Understanding changing customer – and consumer – needs 
and being nimble enough to respond are absolutely key 
to thriving in this hostile environment. Operators who are 
heavily automated, with cumbersome legacy infrastructure, 
will struggle to evolve against such a fast-moving backdrop.

Software solutions

As a company, we offer a comprehensive range of specialist 
supply chain services, at both origin and destination through 
a global network of wholly owned sites in the UK, Europe 
and Asia, and through established partnerships in other 
geographies.

For more than a decade we’ve been investing in designing 
and developing our own bespoke, technology-led logistics 
solutions that proved invaluable when Covid-19 hit. Our 
Vector modular warehouse management software system 
connects all our UK sites and a number overseas to offer 
seamless links with our customers’ own systems, giving 
them a ‘control tower view’ of stock and end visibility of 
orders.

Given the Covid-accelerated changes to shopping 
behaviours, investing in intelligent technology like this 
potentially offers great opportunities for operators and their 
customers.

Understanding customer needs

Of course, with the pandemic, operators have needed to take 
steps to understand the challenges their customers face, 
not least the heavy increases in freight forwarding charges. 
That’s why we recently carried out a survey of 200 senior 
retail professionals for a white paper looking at the key 
drivers of change for the sector. 

It revealed the pandemic caused stock management issues 
for 92% of retailers and has undermined confidence in Just In 
Time (JIT) because it doesn’t provide enough agility to cope 
with increasing unpredictability. 

Disruption meant two thirds of retailers received stock late 
and a similar number experienced shortages of goods. 
Retailers identified balancing stock flow and stockpiling 
as the biggest supply chain challenge as a result of the 
pandemic, with 57% investing in stock availability solutions, 
and a substantial proportion recognising that real time 
visibility plays a vital part in enhancing supply chain 
resilience.

Take managing returns, for example; we know consumers 
want returns to be as effortless and painless as possible, 
which means reverse logistics is now a pivotal part of the 
supply chain and an investment that will pay off.

Logistics operators therefore need to be looking to utilise 
user-friendly technologies – such as paperless returns – 
that provide intelligent return solutions with good visibility 
of what’s coming in to help customers maximise their 
availability of stock, keep write-offs low and get products 
back into available stock as margins come under pressure.



Technology and talent

Investment in new tech across the sector has tended to focus 
on increased automation, which makes sense for ‘big box’ 
single-use sites, but operators of multi-user sites actually 
need people, rather than rigid automation, to enable them to 
provide retailers and suppliers with more flexible services and 
scale up or down with demand.

We believe the way to achieve greater agility is to use 
intelligent, user-friendly technology that enables people to 
become competent more quickly, do their jobs faster and 
more efficiently – rather than replace them. 

And while it seems the sector is facing talent shortages, 
particularly in warehouses, this hasn’t been our experience 
and it’s worth noting there’s a growing level of talent 
emerging from troubled sectors like hospitality and leisure 
and looking to retrain. So, with a strong development and 
training plan it should be possible to bridge any gaps.

The near future

As we near the end of the Brexit transition period, it’s difficult 
to ascertain what impact the final outcome will have on the 
sector.

However, we’ll be making transition through customs as 
simple as possible for our customers, enabling them to 
‘fast-track’ through the system. This will be achieved with 
the Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) status we already 
have, by introducing Customs Freight Simplified Procedures 
(CSFP) and designating warehouses with External Temporary 
Storage Facility (ETSF) status to effectively act as a port for 
customs purposes. We have also established operations 
in the Czech Republic and Middle East to offer customers 
alternate supply lines.

Irrespective of Brexit, it seems further consolidation in the 
industry is inevitable. Businesses will need to keep ahead of 
the curve and acquire the expertise they don’t have in-house 
to enhance their flexibility, cover more sectors and channels, 
and position themselves for growth. 

This could well be through acquisition, as there will be 
distressed businesses up for sale, but also just as likely 
through partnerships and collaboration.

Over the coming year logistics is going to be a very 
interesting and demanding sector that will undoubtedly see 
operators investing in a range of different solutions to give 
their customers a competitive advantage as we all adapt to 
the evolving landscape.
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